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Abstract

A huge amount of valuable resources is avail-
able on the web in English, which are of-
ten translated into local languages to facilitate
knowledge sharing among local people who
are not much familiar with English. How-
ever, translating such content manually is very
tedious, costly, and time-consuming process.
To this end, machine translation is an effi-
cient approach to translate text without any hu-
man involvement. Neural machine translation
(NMT) is one of the most recent and effective
translation technique amongst all existing ma-
chine translation systems. In this paper, we
apply NMT for English-Tamil language pair.
We propose a novel neural machine translation
technique using word-embedding along with
Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) to develop an ef-
ficient translation system that overcomes the
OOV (Out Of Vocabulary) problem for lan-
guages which do not have much translations
available online. We use the BLEU score
for evaluating the system performance. Ex-
perimental results confirm that our proposed
MIDAS translator (8.33 BLEU score) outper-
forms Google translator (3.75 BLEU score).

1 Introduction

Big countries such as India and China have several
languages which change by regions. For instance,
India has 23 constitutionally recognized official
languages (e.g., Hindi, Tamil, and Panjabi) and
several hundreds unofficial local languages. De-
spite Indian population is approximately 1.3 bil-
lion, only approximately 10% of them English
speak English. Some studies say that out of these
10% English speakers only 2% can speak, write,
and read English well, and rest 8% can merely un-
derstand simple English and speak broken English
with an amazing variety of accents (sta). Consid-
ering a significant amount of valuable resources is
available on the web in English and most people in

India can not understand it well, it is essential to
translate such content in to local languages to fa-
cilitate people. Sharing information between peo-
ple is necessary not only for business purposes but
also for sharing their feelings, opinions, and acts.
To this end, translation plays an important role in
minimizing the communication gap between dif-
ferent people. Considering the vast amount of in-
formation, it is not feasible to translate the content
manually. Hence, it is essential to translate text
from one language (say, English) to another lan-
guage (say, Tamil) automatically. This process is
also known as machine translation.

There are many challenges in machine transla-
tion for Indian languages. For instance, (i) the size
of parallel corpora and (ii) differences amongst
languages, mainly the morphological richness and
word order differences due to syntactical diver-
gence are two of the major challenges. Indian lan-
guages (IL) suffer both of these problems, espe-
cially when they are being translated from English.
There are only a few parallel corpora for English
and Indian languages. Moreover, Indian languages
such as Tamil differ from English in word order as
well as in morphological complexity. For instance,
English has Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) whereas
Tamil has Subject-Object-Verb (SOV). Moreover,
English is a fusional whereas Tamil is agglutina-
tive languages. While syntactic differences con-
tribute to difficulties of translation models, mor-
phological differences contribute to data sparsity.
We attempt to address both issues in this paper.

Though much work is being done on machine
translation for foreign and Indian languages but
apart from foreign languages most of works on
Indian languages are limited to conventional ma-
chine translation techniques. We observe that the
techniques like word-embedding and Byte-pair-
encoding (BPE) are not applied on many Indian
languages which have shown a great improvement
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in natural language processing. Thus, in this pa-
per, we apply a neural machine translation tech-
nique (torch implementation) with word embed-
ding and BPE. Especially, we work on English-
Tamil language pair as it is one of the most dif-
ficult language pair (ZdenekŽabokrtskỳ, 2012) to
translate due to morphologically richness of Tamil
language. We obtain the data from EnTamv2.0
and Opus, and evaluate our result using widely
used evaluation matric BLEU. Experimental re-
sults confirm that we got much better results than
conventional machine translation techniques on
Tamil language. We believe that our work can also
be applied to other Indian language pairs too.

Main contributions of our work are as follows:

• This is the first work to apply BPE with word
embedding on Indian language pair (English-
Tamil) with NMT technique.

• We achieve comparable accuracy with a sim-
pler model in less training time rather then
training on deep and complex neural network
which requires much time to train.

• We have shown how and why data prepro-
cessing is a crucial step in neural machine
translation.

• Our model outperforms Google translator
with margin of 4.58 BLEU score.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Sections 2 and 3 describe related work and the
methodology of our MIDAS translator, respec-
tively. Evaluation is presented in Section 4. Fi-
nally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Literature Survey

Several works have been reported on machine
translation (MT) in last a few decades, earliest
one in 1950s (Booth, 1955). There are various
approaches adopted by researchers such as rule-
based MT (Ghosh et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2006),
corpus-based MT (Wong et al., 2006), and hybrid-
based MT (Salunkhe et al., 2016). Each of these
approaches has its own pros and cons. Rule-based
machine translation systems traverse the source
text to produce an intermediate representation of
the text, and depending on the representation this
approach is further classified into transfer-based

approach (TBA)(Shilon, 2011) and inter-lingua
based approach (IBA).1

Corpus-based approach uses a large sized paral-
lel corpora in the form of raw data. This raw data
contains text with their respective translations.
These corpora are used to acquire knowledge for
translation. A corpus-based approach divides it-
self into two sub types: (i) statistical machine
translation (SMT) and (ii) example-based machine
translation (EBMT) (Somers, 2003). SMT2 gener-
ates its translation on the basis of statistical mod-
els. It depends on the combination of language
model as well as translation model with a decod-
ing algorithm. EBMT on the other hand uses the
existing translation examples for generating a new
translation. This is done by finding out the ex-
amples matching with the input. Then alignment
is performed to find out the parts of translation
that can be reused. Hybrid-base machine trans-
lation is a combination of transfer approach and
any corpus-based approaches in order to overcome
their limitations.

Recent research (Khan et al., 2017) suggest that
the machine translation performance of Indian lan-
guage pairs (e.g., Hindi, Bengali, Tamil, Punjabi,
Gujarati, and Urdu) is of an average of 10% accu-
racy. This necessitates the need of building better
machine translation systems for Indian languages.

NMT is novel and emerging technique for
various languages and shown remarkable results
(Hans and Milton, 2016). In this paper phrase-
based hierarchical models trained after morpho-
logical preprocessing using NMT. Patel et al. (Pa-
tel et al., 2017) trained their model after suffix sep-
aration and compound splitting. Different mod-
els were also tried for the same task and achieved
a good result on their respective dataset (Pathak
and Pakray). We analyze that morphological pre-
processing, suffix separation, and compound split-
ting can be overpass by using Byte-Pair-Encoding
and produced similar or better translation without
making the model complex.

3 Methodology

In this study, we present a neural machine transla-
tion technique using word-embedding along with
Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) to develop an efficient
translation system, called MIDAS translator that

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Interlingual_machine_translation

2https://books.google.ch/books?id=4v_
Cx1wIMLkC
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overcomes the OOV (Out Of Vocabulary) prob-
lem for languages which do not have much trans-
lations available online. Thus, first, we provide
an overview of neural machine translation, atten-
tion model, word embedding, and Byte Pair En-
coding. Next, we present the framework of our
MIDAS translator.

3.1 Neural Machine Translation Overview

Neural Machine translation is a technique that
is based on neural networks and the conditional
probability of translated sentence from the source
language to target sentences (Revanuru et al.,
2017). In the following sub-sections we will pro-
vide an overview of sequence to sequence archi-
tecture and attention model that are used in our
proposed MIDAS translator.

Sequence to Sequence Architecture Sequence
to sequence architecture is basically used for re-
sponse generation whereas in machine translation
models it is used to find the relationship between
two different language pairs. It consists of two
parts, an encoder and a decoder. The encoder takes
the input from source and the decoder generates
the output based on encoding vector and previ-
ously generated words. Assume A be the source
sentence and B be a target sentence. The encoder
converts the source sentence a1, a2, a3..., an into
vector of fixed dimensions and the decoder out-
puts word by word using conditional probability.
Here, A1, A2, ..., AM in the equation are the fixed
size encoded vectors. Using chain rule, the Eq. 1
is converted to the Eq. 2.

P (B/A) = P (B|A1, A2, A3, ..., AM ) (1)

P (B|A) = P (bi|b0, b1, b2, ..., bi−1;

a1, a2, a3, ..., am
(2)

While decoding, next word is predicted using pre-
viously predicted word vectors and source sen-
tence vectors in Eq. 1. Each term in the distri-
bution is represented with a softmax over all the
words in the vocabulary.

Attention Model In a basic encoder-decoder
architecture, encoder reads the whole sentence,
memorizes it and store it in the final activation
layer, then the decoder network generates the tar-
get translation. This architecture works quite well

Figure 1: Seq2Seq architecture for English-Tamil

for short sentences, so we might achieve a rela-
tively high BLEU score, but for very long sen-
tences, maybe longer than 30 or 40 words, the
performance degrades. Using attention3 mech-
anism with a basic encoder-decoder architecture
is a solution for that. It translates similar to
humans by looking at part of the sentence at a
time. The mechanism decides how much atten-
tion should be paid to a particular word while
translating the sentence. The mechanism is
shown in Fig. 2. The Encoder generates the at-
tention vectors h1, h2, h3......ht from the inputs
A1, A2, A3At. Then, context vector Ci is calcu-
lated using concatenation of these vector for each
output time step. Then Using the context vector
Ci hidden state Si and previously predicted words,
decoder generates the softmax output Bi.

Figure 2: Attention model

Word Embedding Word embedding is a way of
representing words on a vector space where the
words having same meaning have similar vector
representations. Each word from vocabulary is
represented in hundreds of dimensions. Normally

3https://hackernoon.com/
attention-mechanism
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pre-trained word embeddings are used and with
the help of transfer learning words from vocab-
ulary are converted to vector (Cho et al., 2014).
In our model, we used FastText word vectors4 to
convert English and Tamil vocabulary into a 300-
dimensional vector. Training the model with same
layers, optimization method, attention, and regu-
larization we got a BLEU score of Point 6.74.

Byte Pair Encoding BPE (Gage, 1994) is a sim-
ple data compression technique. It replaces most
frequent pair bytes in a sequence with single un-
used byte. We use this algorithm for word seg-
mentation. By merging frequent pairs of bytes
we merge charters or character sequences (Sen-
nrich et al., 2015). NMT symbols interpretative
as sub-words units and networks can translate and
make the new word on the basis of sub-words. We
learned the independent encodings on our source
and target training data with 10,000 and 25,000
words and then apply it on train test and valida-
tion data for both source and target. BPE helped
in compound splitting and suffix, prefix separation
which is used for creating new words of Tamil lan-
guage. we used BPE along with word embeddings
and tried different models.

3.2 MIDAS Translator

We tried various models to get a better intu-
ition on how parameter tuning along with differ-
ent techniques affects on Indian language pair.
Our first model architecture consists of 2 layer
Bi-directional LSTM encoder and 2 layers LSTM
decoder of 500 dimensions each with the vocab-
ulary size of 50,004 words for both source and
target. First we tried SGD optimization method,
Luong attention with a dropout (regularization)
of 0.3, and learning rate 1.0. Secondly, we
changed the optimization method to Adam and
attention to Bahdanau with the learning rate of
0.001. We got our best results with a BPE vocab-
ulary size of 25,000 with 2 Layer Bi-directional
encoder-decoder, Adam optimization with a learn-
ing rate of 0.001, Bahdanau attention, and word-
embedding with the dimension of 500. We used
GPU (Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080) for the training
of different models which increase the computa-
tion speed. We achieved our result after 5 hours of
training on this GPU.

4https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.
md

4 Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation Metric

The BLEU score or bilingual evaluation under
study is a method to measure the difference be-
tween machine and human translations (Papineni
et al., 2002). The approach works by counting
and matching n-grams in result translation to n-
grams in the reference text, where unigram would
be each token and a bigram comparison would be
each word pair and so on. The comparison is made
regardless of word order. This method is a modifi-
cation of a simple precision method.

4.2 Dataset

We used the datasets obtained from EnTam V2.05

and Opus.6 The sentences are taken from various
domains like news, bible, cinema, movie subtitles
and combined to build our final parallel dataset.
After preprocessing and splitting it to train, test,
and validation, our final dataset contains 1,83,451
training corpus, 1,000 validation and 2,000 test
corpus from English to Tamil. The data used is
encoded in UTF-8 format.

4.3 Data Pre-processing

Research works (Hans and Milton, 2016; Ramesh
and Sankaranarayanan, 2018) suggest that they
have used EnTamV2.0 in their experiments. How-
ever, we find that in both well-known parallel cor-
pus for English-Tamil datasets (i.e., EnTam V2.0
and Opus) have many repeated sentences, which
outcomes the wrong results (may be high or low)
after dividing into train, test, and validation sets,
as some of the sentences occur both in train and
test sets. Thus, it is essential to clean, analyses,
and correct before using for experiment. We ob-
served the following four main problems in the on-
line available corpus for English-Tamil dataset.

• Repetition of sentences with same source and
same target .

• Sentences with same source and different
translation.

• Sentences with different source and same
translation.

• Tokenization of Indian languages.
5http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/˜ramasamy/

parallel/html/
6http://opus.nlpl.eu/
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To overcome the first problem we took unique
pairs from all sentences and removed repeating
ones. We completely removed those sentences
which are repeated more than once because in the
second case we cannot identify that which trans-
lated sentence is correct for the same source and
which source is correct for the same translation in
the third case. We observed that there are some
sentences which are repeating even more than 10
times in Opus dataset. This confuses the model to
learn and identify different new features, overfits
the model, and led to the wrong results. This pre-
processing is required as it may be possible that
train and test contain the same sentences which let
to the better prediction for test set but wrong pre-
dictions for new sentences.

The second important thing which we observed
that there are many tools available for tokeniza-
tion of English language (e.g., Perl tokenizer) but
does not work well for the Tamil language, be-
cause there are different morphological symbols
which used in word formation of Tamil language
which are removed by these tokenization tools in
Indian languages (Tamil in our case). Without to-
kenization model consider word, word, and word!
as three different words in the vocabulary of Tamil.
We tokenize the Tamil language sentences using
our own code before training. This problem can
also be overcome by Byte-pair-Encoding.

Finally after working on all these small but
effective preprocessing such as removing sen-
tences with the length greater than 50, remov-
ing non translated words in target sentences, re-
moving noisy translations and unwanted punctu-
ations, we got our final dataset7 of 1,86,451 par-
allel sentences which was cleared from 2,23,685
sentences. It is divided into training (1,83,451
sentences) testing (2,000 sentences) and validation
(1,000 sentences) respectively after shuffling.

4.4 Result

We used Google translate API in python to trans-
late the English sentences and compared Google
results with our various models. It is also observed
that the translations below are handy enough to use
in day to day life as well as official works. From
test results, we can also deduce that our model
overcomes the OOV (Out of Vocabulary) problem
in some cases.

7https://github.com/himanshudce/
MIDAS-NMT-English-Tamil

Figure 3: Different model comparison with Google
Translator Table1.

Model BLEU
Google Translator 3.75
Bi-L+S+Lu 6.10
Bi-L+A+B 6.18
Bi-L+A+B+E 6.74
Bi-L(4-Layer)+A+B +BPE(10000)+E 7.78
Bi-L+A+B +BPE(10000)+E 8.14
Bi-L+A+B+BPE(25000)+E 8.33

Table 1: BLEU Score of English-Tamil translated
system. Symbols have the following meanings:
Bi-L= Bi-LSTM, S= SGD(Wu et al., 2016), L=
LSTM, A=Adam(Vaswani et al., 2017), B= Bah-
danau (Bahdanau et al., 2014), E=Word Embed-
ding, Lu=Luong(Luong et al., 2015))

4.5 Analysis

We conducted an anonymous survey of ten ran-
dom sentences from test data and accumulated re-
views of Tamil speaking people on that. After
comparing accumulated reviews of Google trans-
lator and MIDAS translator, it was discovered that
translations from our MIDAS translator are se-
lected as better translations in 71.66% cases than
translations of Google translator. Moreover, two
out of ten translations from MIDAS translator are
unanimously selected by respondents in compared
to only one translation by Google translator.

5 Conclusion & Future Work

In this paper, we applied NMT to one of the
most difficult language pairs (English-Tamil). We
showed that NMT with pre-trained word em-
bedding and Byte Pair Encoding performs better
than complex translation techniques on Indian lan-
guages. Our model outperformed Google transla-
tor with a margin of 4.58 BLEU points. Since We
achieved fairly good accuracy so our model can
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be used for creating English-Tamil translation ap-
plications that will be useful in domains such as
tourism and education. Moreover, We can explore
the possibility of using above techniques for var-
ious English Indian language translation. In fu-
ture, we would also like to employ machine trans-
lation in detecting offensive languages from code-
switched languages too (Mathur et al., 2018).
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